AccuRev

Micro Focus® AccuRev® provides the necessary governance and compliance to implement modern development practices at enterprise scale.

What’s New Over the Last 2 Years

Native Code Review

Users can easily improve code quality and developer productivity while reducing rework costs with native Code Reviews. Micro Focus Pulse is now integrated with AccuRev. Together, AccuRev and Pulse enable users to easily perform code reviews on AccuWork issues. The Code Review includes:

- Easy creation of Code Reviews from several places in the AccuRev user interface
- Built-in workflow that ensures processes are followed and not circumvented
- Capturing of comments in-line and in real-time during the workflow process
- Defined transition model to track status and progress
- Email notifications that alerts users to changes and required actions

Git at Enterprise Scale

Many version control tools have a complex integration with Git that requires excessive configuration to bring the assets together. AccuRev addresses this with native Git Client based integration. The Git Client seamlessly integrates users with AccuRev depots without causing any disruption to existing policies and practices or requiring any training, configuration or separate installation. With AccuRev as the vault and the single source of truth, Git users will be able to experience all the benefits of AccuRev, such as:

- Governance and compliance across users and repositories
- Persistent and immutable history with Time-Safe technology
- Policy management and issue enforcement
- Central management of repositories and fine-grained access controls

Agile Project Management

AccuRev now includes Micro Focus ALM Octane™ Team Edition, and integrates with other 3rd party agile tools, such as CA Agile Central, JIRA and VersionOne, for improved levels of collaboration and flexibility. By combining Agile Project Management, AccuRev depots with agile planning and tracking to deliver unified visibility and management of agile and non-agile assets.

Enhanced Permission Controls

Previous releases include new permissions features that make AccuRev even more powerful and help reduce administrative overhead:

- Easily configure which users can execute administrative level commands with a new graphical user interface
- Greater flexibility in managing a stream or stream hierarchy with the introduction of Stream-Aware command permissions

User Interface Improvements

Changes to the AccuRev user interface help users quickly identify and access specific areas of interest. Some of the most notable improvements include:

- Enhanced filtering in the History to quickly find transactions
- Enhanced filtering of Active Issues with a new search option
- Transaction details in the Annotate Tab includes additional information
- Merge tool updates simplify how changes are included from multiple sources in a conflict section

Did You Know?

- Engage and share knowledge or feedback about a wide range of AccuRev topics on the AccuRev Community Forum.
- Learn more about recent releases by reviewing the AccuRev Documentation available on the Micro Focus Support website.
- Keep up to date on the latest news and events with the Application Delivery Management Blog.

This information reflects cumulative enhancements in Micro Focus AccuRev v7.0.1 and later.